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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we take our theoretical point of departure in recent work in organisational
economics on systems of human resource management (HRM) practices. We develop the
argument that just as complementarities between new HRM practices influence financial
performance positively, there are theoretical reasons for expecting them also to influence
innovation performance positively. We examine this overall hypothesis by estimating data .
Using principal component analysis, we identify two HRM systems which are conducive to
innovation. In the first one, seven of our nine HRM variables matter (almost) equally for the
ability to innovate. The second system is dominated by firm‐internal and firm‐external
training. Of the total of nine sectors that we consider, we find that the four manufacturing
sectors correlate with the first system. Firms belonging to wholesale trade and to the ICT
intensive service sectors tend to be associated with the second system. While creativity is
generally of three types, viz. individual creativity, group/team creativity and organizational
creativity, this study focuses only on organizational creativity. This study portrays a model
aimed to investigate the relationships between employability, leader member exchange,
innovative work behaviour, and objective- and perceived organisational performance. It also
includes the moderating effect of organisational politics upon these relationships.
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INTRODUCTION
Innovation is at the heart of organizations’ success because it allows them to improve the
quality of products, increase efficiency, cut costs, meet the changing needs of customers,
increase sales and profits, gain a greater market share and differentiate themselves from
competitors. Firms with greater innovativeness will be more successful in responding to
changing environments and in developing new capabilities that allow them to achieve better
performance. Innovation initiatives tend to depend heavily on employees’ knowledge,
expertise, and commitment as key inputs in the value creation process.
In studying of innovation in organizations, most important factor that must be considered is
human resource management (HRM). Although in the past didn’t give innovation ones
consideration but today in surveying about activities of human resources accomplished,
indicate clear relationship between human resource management and innovation. The strategy
of human resource management must be improving innovation in organization coordinate to
improving innovation in organization and to cause creation, transfer and operating knowledge
in organization. Human resource practices (HR practices) are the primary means by which
firms can influence and shape the skills, attitudes, and behavior of individuals to do their
work and thus achieve organizational goals.
In this paper, a model for development activities of HRM, which is consist of: training,
payment system, selection, valuation functions of organizations is proposed. It leads to
development innovation in organization by improving the knowledge in staff and transfer
knowledge between staff and use of knowledge in organizations.

OBJECTIVE
The competence of enterprises to market new products and/or services, to keep their
processes upto date technologically and organizationally etc. – in other words to be
innovative – depends to a high degree on their employees, their competence and knowledge.
The great importance of training, further training, learning, human resource development etc.
should not be neglected – nevertheless there are many SME enterprises that do not focus
enough on these areas. Often they are lacking basic building blocks of Human Resources
Management. In this connection, the various sub-components of component 10 “Measures in
the framework of Human Resources Management to support innovation” (see the graphics
below) are designed to help the users to gain the basic principles needed for a professional
Human Resources Management in their individual SMEs. The component 10.1 treats the
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topics “Guidelines for creating a training concept“and“Systematic training management”. For
information on the other topics see the sub components 10.2, 10.3 und 10.4. Links to further
topics such as human resources management, human resources development etc. can be
found in the link collection at the end of this component.
HR measures to support innovation

Innovation: Key factor to increasing competitiveness of Small & Medium Enterprises
(SMEs)

CONCEPT INNOVATION
Innovation is the dynamic process of creating incremental wealth by individuals/groups
through the use of resources.
Entrepreneurship is universally recognized as critical resource in the economic
development process of a country.
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COMPONENTS OF INNOVATIONAL COMPETENCIES

Ten Competencies Of Successful Innovation
1.Initiative: Does things before being asked, enterprising risk taker
2.Assertiveness: Confront problems directly with persistence
3.Achievement: Sees and acts on opportunities, high need to achieve.
4.Efficiency: Does things faster and at low cost.
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5.High Quality: Concern for high quality work.
6.Systematic Planning: Sets goals and ways of achieving them
7.Monitoring: Ensures that standards are met
8.Commitment: Makes extraordinary efforts to achieve goals.
9.Relationships: Builds long-term relationships.
10.Creativity: Creative thinker with self confidence
The factors influencing competitiveness of SME External factors Internal factors
Employment
Productivity
Capital supply opportunities
Globalization
Business relations Management
Alliances
Networks
Compliance
Marketing
Innovation
Productivity
Knowledge-based development
Capital supply
organization, structure
Cost-efficiency
ComplianceSME-s
Entrepreneur-Innovates & changed the things to meet changing customer demand and act
as change agent.
Employee -translates ideas into Practice & executes plans
INNOVATION ROLES
New Technologies
Established R & D facilities
Play aggressive role in experiment
New Products
Exploit new sources of raw material
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Modified product or imitative new product.
Change Agent through
Launching of new products and new processes
Factor innovation to increase productivity
Market innovation and discovery of new marketInnovation
TECHNOLOGICAL

FACTORS

THAT

EFFECTS

THE

INNOVATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
As the technology converts resources into new products so it consists of skills, methods,
systems and equipments along with inventions and innovations. The technological factors
that affect SMEs growth are:
Level of technology
•Labour Based
•Capital Based (Machinery)
Pace of Technological Change
•It can create entirely new venture
•Capability to adapt to changing technology
Competition, innovation and flexibility
Innovation is not the only important aspect of dynamic economic performance. Among
economists close to the realities of business it has been generally accepted that the last
decade has given a competitive advantage to firms with a high degree of functional flexibility
enabling them to react and adapt promptly in an increasingly turbulent environment. In the
present context, we are going to analyze how the change in the competitive pressure relates
to changes in terms of both flexibility and innovativeness.
It is important to note that the emphasis is on change. Actually, it might be argued that an
analysis which focuses on changes in the intensity of competition is more relevant for policy
issues than an analysis comparing the intensity of competition across sectors (or their
structural characteristics in terms of concentration ratios) at a given point in time. The fact
that sectors characterised by intense competition perform well is no guarantee that an
increase in the intensity of competition will lead to an improvement in performance in
sectors which have been sheltered from competition1.
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CREATIVITY
Establishing a systematic process to capitalize on creativity is an essential capability for
enterprises operating in an accelerated business environment. Aseeming paradox of
innovation is that the most-useful ideas originate from a structured process rather than
random occurrences of creativity. (Rozwell, 2002) Peter Drucker emphasises systematic
innovation which consists in the purposeful and organized search for changes, and in the
systematic analysis of the opportunities such changes might offer for economic and social
innovation. (Drucker 1985) The challenge in the innovation process is how environmental
factors (like search for changes and opportunities) could be supported. Below is illustrated a
typical, generalised innovation process.

Figure 1. The innovation process (Majaro, 1988)
Many current initiative systems, innovation competitions and even innovation management
information systems in use in organisations utilise this kind of process. The screening and
feasibility phases in the picture above are sensitive, both from evaluation and process
management perspective. Hargadon and Sutton (1997, 717) put it: “Valuable solutions
seldom arrive at the same time as the problems they solve, they seldom arrive to the people
working on those problems, and they seldom arrive in forms that are readily recognizable or
easily adaptable.” Radically speaking, Amabile (1998) sees that evaluation kills creativity.
We may also ask how functional the innovation process described by Majaro (1988) is when
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for example social innovations or research-based ideas are inspected. The paradox inherent in
the innovation process is that innovators need wide-ranging ties across distant worlds to
generate the innovative ideas in the first place, yet they also need strong, focused ties to build
communities around emerging innovations. Firms must commit resources to both. (Hargadon,
2003, 89) For this reason innovation literature has more and more focused on meaning of
social networks.
When McAdam and McClelland (2002) made a survey of published creativity and innovation
process literature, their finding was that the idea generation literature tended to focus on the
mechanics of idea generation to the detriment of the underlying knowledge creation
philosophy. Three case organisations (an SME, a global company and a faculty) and their
groups are chosen for this on-going dissertation work to understand these knowledge creation
philosophies. When thinking about of level of analysis, the groups are here in focus: “Groups
often create novel and unexpected combinations an organisation’s past knowledge in ways
that individual or more formal organizational structures do not” (Hargadon, 1999, 137).
The aim of this paper is to briefly describe the building process of an integrated problem
solving-learning artefact, starting from theories of learning and creativity, and extending
scope on group processes, data gathering and use of information systems. Finally, the
conclusion and summary chapters will illuminate which areas may require additional
research.
CREATIVITY AND PROBLEM SOLVING IN THE INNOVATION PROCESS
Creativity is often seen as the generation and emergence of new ideas. It is thinking outside
the box, coming up with novel ideas through divergent, tangential thinking. Conversely,
innovation is turning ideas into products, services and processes. (Couger 1995) The
following figure illustrates creativity as an integral element in the whole innovation process.

Figure 2. Creativity in the innovation process (Couger, 1995)
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This view of Couger is different from Majaro’s (1998), Couger’s innovation process includes
problem discovery. These phases can be broken down to even smaller CPS particles. Creative
Problem Solving (CPS) is originally based on work of Osborne (1963) and is related to
applied imagination. CPS means a step-based approach to define a problem and find solutions
to it. Treffinger and Isaksen (1992) have for example defined following 6 phases: (1) messfinding, (2) data-finding, (3) problem-finding, (4) idea-finding, (5) solution-finding and (6)
acceptance-finding. When an artefact or an information system is built to support innovation
process, author sees that all these phases should be supported. The question here is how these
individual-based CPS phases can be modelled to support group creativity.
The following systems model of creativity by Csikszentmihalyi (1996) is a useful construct,
since it emphasises the evaluation of creativity by the field and co-operation with different
players. The model of Csikszentmihalyi changes one of the basic questions in the study of
creativity from “What is creativity?” to “Where is creativity?”. Figure 2. Creativity in the
innovation process (Couger, 1995)
This view of Couger is different from Majaro’s (1998), Couger’s innovation process includes
problem discovery. These phases can be broken down to even smaller CPS particles. Creative
Problem Solving (CPS) is originally based on work of Osborne (1963) and is related to
applied imagination. CPS means a step-based approach to define a problem and find solutions
to it. Treffinger and Isaksen (1992) have for example defined following 6 phases: (1) messfinding, (2) data-finding, (3) problem-finding, (4) idea-finding, (5) solution-finding and (6)
acceptance-finding. When an artefact or an information system is built to support innovation
process, author sees that all these phases should be supported. The question here is how these
individual-based CPS phases can be modelled to support group creativity.
The following systems model of creativity by Csikszentmihalyi (1996) is a useful construct,
since it emphasises the evaluation of creativity by the field and co-operation with different
players. The model of Csikszentmihalyi changes one of the basic questions in the study of
creativity from “What is creativity?” to “Where is creativity?”.
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Figure 3. Systems model of creativity (Csikszentmihalyi, 1996)
To be able to create something new, the Individual needs to first to become an expert in the
Domain. Only after that the Individual is able to change the rules of the Domain and produce
novelty. This novelty needs to be evaluated and accepted by the experts in the Field.
How are the CPS processes integrated to Csikszentmihalyi’s systems model of creativity?
How is problem defining supported? The following figure illustrates a full problem-solving
cycle inside the systems model.
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Figure 4. Proposed models of presented and discovered problem solving (Csikszentmihalyi
and Sawyer, 1993)
In the picture above the presented problem solving is different from discovered problem
solving. Discovered problem solving needs information from different domains and requires
interaction with different fields. In that sense, the social network focus and brokering
activities are built in the model. Regarding the CPS-phases, Csikszentmihalyi and Sawyer use
four phases: (1) preparation, (2) incubation, (3) insight and (4) elaboration-evaluation.

GROUP PROBLEM SOLVING AND BROKERS IN THE SOCIAL
NETWORK
How do groups differ from individuals in problem solving? Hoffman (1988) sees
organization problem-solving groups as having two principal objectives: (1) the maximum
utilization of the resources brought by each individual member, including any added group
potential; and (2) the generation of a high level of motivation for carrying out the group’s
decision in each and every member. Hoffman’s hierarchical model of group problem solving
has three aspects. Task-Maintenance, Normative-Localized and Explicit-Implicit are assumed
to be activated simultaneously whenever a group solves a problem. The phases of problem
solving are considered to be the implicit procedures of most problem-solving tasks.

According to Hoffman groups tend to move from phase to phase according to an implicit
valence process by which problems are defined and solutions adopted. How do groups handle
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ideas? To answer this question, the technology brokering model (Hargadon and Sutton, 1997)
is presented as the best describing model how to search for new ideas and how to store them
for further use.

THE ROLE OF HUMAN RESOURCES IN THE COMPANY’S ABILITY FOR
INNOVATION
The qualification of the employees is, on the one hand, a pre-requisite for innovation, because
it is indispensable for the start and the permanent further development of innovation. On the
other hand, qualification is a result of innovation as well, when technological, organizational
and social innovation changes in the qualification profile are taking place among the
employees.
Lacking qualification can turn out to be a bottleneck in the innovation process in an
enterprise when enterprises design and carry out their innovation, mainly from the
technological aspect, without preparing their human resources in a suitable way.
A foresighted and systematic human resources development and qualification plan can set the
prerequisite for an enterprise to actively carry out its process of changes, and thus remain at
the top of the competition.
The human resource becomes a decisive factor in the innovation ability of enterprises
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Examples
By means of some examples from real life (SMEs only) we wish to show which measures
enterprises use in practice to make a professional job of their training and the human
resources development .
Example: prior and posterior debates, In-house training courses:
The CEO of Eloxal Heuberger (an anodising institution with 22 employees) has an interview
with the staff member before this person is sent to an external further training course. Here
the expectations of the enterprise and the employee from this training measure are made clear
before the event.
After attending the seminar a follow-up interview takes place where the participants jointly
find out how useful the seminar was for obtaining the goals planned, and which skills
acquired can be applied directly, and which supporting measures the employees would need
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to apply them. In addition, a summarizing report is written after each seminar and a short oral
report is given in front of other employees.
All training material is deposited in the company-owned library where it is readily accessible
by all staff members. Furthermore, the CEO gives two-hour “in-house training sessions”
weekly on current topics. Flipcharts are used for visualisation, the presentations are then
photographed and are available for reference purposes whenever required.
Example “EDP: Tips and Tricks“
If required, the company Winkelbauer (engineering enterprise with 46 employees) organises
events under the title “EDP: Tips und Tricks“in the seminar room of the company. Each staff
member has the possibility to talk for two hours with an EDP expert about his EDP questions
on the basis of a cata"
InnoSupport: Supporting Innovation in SMEs"Introduction
Questions prepared in advance and try to solve his questions on the spot. Minutes are written
after each meeting – issues and their solutions are recorded. These minutes then serve the
employees as reference books for further questions.
Example Database “Market place of experience“
The Gosch Consulting company (Consulting enterprise with 30 employees) has compiled a
database with the title “Market place of experience“. It is accessible via intranet and serves as
an active knowledge management. Here any problems and their solutions that crop up during
the work are entered by the employees. If there is a problem during their daily work they then
can access the “Market place of experience” and check whether a colleague came across the
same or a similar problem in the past.
LEARNING IN THE INNOVATION PROCESS
Normal or logical thinking and problem-solving leads to a predetermined answer
which follows form the constraints of the situation. Uncreative thinking and
uncreative problem solving have no need for self-discovery and learning. (Rickards,
1999, 26)
In the previous chapter there was mentioned that creativity stems from individual. This is also
the case with learning. Marsick and Watkins suggest three personal characteristics which, if
present, make work-based learning more likely, or may enhance it. These are:
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(1) Proactivity - a readiness to take the initiative in situations. (2) Critical reflection - a
tendency to reflect, not just on events, but on underlying assumptions. (3) Creativity - to
enable a person to think beyond their normal point of view. (Marsick & Watkins,1990) When
thinking about learning and learning transfer, the support for these characteristics can be built
in the learning environment, here information system.
The term ‘informal learning’ seem to be more suitable here than the term ‘work-based
learning’. The reason is that learning that supports creativity takes place often outside work
settings. The facilitating of informal learning is, however, difficult. Livingstone (2000, 54)
sees major challenges in recognizing incidentally initiated learning and irregularly timed
learning. Learning that happens ad-hoc and takes place in ubiquitous and mobile settings is
called mobile learning (Syvänen et al., 2003). According to Nyiri there seems to be two
dominant approaches to mobile learning with consequences to the design of mobile learning
application. The first points out that since the dominant mode access to the Internet will soon
be through wireless devices, e-learning simply becomes m-learning, without any remarkable
changes in content. The second approach stresses, that mobile learning will characteristically
aim at specific kinds of knowledge, namely knowledge that is location-dependent and
situation-dependent. (Nyiri, 2002) Author has earlier participated in developing an evaluation
framework for mobile learning (Syvänen et al., 2003) . This framework is for qualitative
evaluation of mobile learning and can be used as a heuristic design tool for materials and
environments. Author is planning to use it later for the evaluation of the constructed
prototype.
When thinking about groups, within collaborative learning individuals often learn better by
co-operating with others than they would on their own. (Cheetham & Chivers, 2001). Eraut et
al. (1997) suggest that this results from a combination of observation, consultation, mutual
exchange of information and a process of osmosis. When we inspect the earlier mentioned
technology brokering process model (Hargadon & Sutton 1997) learning takes place in
multiple levels. Hargadon (2002, 58) describes these four distinct activities: (1) learning
about the existing resources of each new domain; (2) learning the related problems in that
domain; (3) learning what others in their own firm know and (4) learning how to learn.
FRONTIERS OF E-BUSINESS RESEARCH 2005
How does brokering support expertise development of individuals participating in it?
Amabile sees that creativity consists of three components: (1) Domain relevant skills
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(expertise), (2) creative problem-solving skills and (3) task motivation. The componential
model of creativity (Amabile, 1983) suggests that creativity will be highest in that area where
the three components share their greatest overlap with the individual’s strongest intrinsic
interests and creative-thinking processes. In that sense both interest expressions and interest
building should be valued in the innovation process, since these have a link to competence
development. Ketola and Ahonen (2005) examined customer-developer interaction in the
mobile phones development process and introduced the competence-in-co-operation –
classification to already existing ones. The information system und
Methodology
Since the author has interest in building an artefact, this research is design research oriented.
The main research question is: (Q1) How to build an artefact to facilitate learning and
creative problem-solving processes of groups in an organisation.
Additionally, the following additional research questions and some explanations are
illustrated in the following table.
Table 1. The additional research questions and explanations.

From this starting point the author builds a mobile prototype, evaluates it and gradually
improves it using a design science research framework (Hevner et al. 2004, Järvinen 2004)
and action research (Susman & Evered 1978, Davison 2004) method. The design science
research framework used in this research is fundamentally a problem-solving paradigm. It
seeks to create an innovation that defines the ideas, practices, technical capabilities and
products through which the analysis, design, implementation, management, and use of
information systems can be effectively and efficiently accomplished (Hevner et al., 2004).
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553 FRONTIES OF E-BUSINESS RESEARCH 2005 These need to be constructed with
scientific rigor and relevance in mind to create a functional architecture and a tool to support
earlier described creativity, learning and problem solving processes. The utility of the
prototype is evaluated in three case organizations (an SME, a global company and a faculty).
In the next table there is listed how author’s research has followed the proposed guidelines of
design science.
Table 2. Design science research guidelines (Hevner et al. 2004) with comments

The design science research framework and it’s building and evaluation phases can be
integrated in the action research data gathering cycle (Järvinen, 2004).
INFORMATION SYSTEMS

SUPPORTING CREATIVITY AND

PROBLEM-

SOLVING
According to Rozwell et al. (2002) Innovation Management products are emerging in five
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categories: (1) Idea management, (2) Innovation life cycle management, (3) Product
development (4) Environmental innovation management (5) “Outside-the-box” innovation
management. In this article the focus is not on products, rather on research of innovation
554 FRONTIERS OF E-BUSINESS RESEARCH 2005 management and related
information systems. When inspecting the list by Rozwell et al., none of those items focus on
supporting both problem-definition and environmental innovation management. What kind of
system can support problem solving? There are some definitions in the literature.
A problem solving environment (PSE) is a computational system that provides a complete
and convenient set of high level tools for solving problems from a specific domain. A PSE
allows users to define and modify problems, choose solution strategies, interact with and
manage appropriate hardware and software resources, visualize and analyze results, and
record and coordinate extended problem solving tasks. (Vass et al., 2002)
This description of Vass et al. does not emphasize collaborative or social networking focused
aspects in problem definition and solving. Therefore, author’s software prototype has focused
on supporting first collaborative environment management and then problem definition.
How can information systems and artificial intelligence (AI) systems support creativity?
Roger Schank (1988) points out that creativity consists of two subprocesses: (1) Search
process, looking among previously experienced explanation patterns; (2) Alteration process,
modifying an explanation derived from one situation to be used in another.
In the sub process 1, Internet search engines and new personalised search agents can be
utilised to find out what is publicly known about the topic and whether user’s or group’s
approach is unique. This search can also take place within a community, for example in the
intranet. The author has built search tools to match suggested ideas and environmental
factors. Sometimes the ability to visualise things and see their connections is even more
valuable than searching capabilities. Therefore, the author is currently inspecting mindmap
tools that could help in visualising connections between different patterns and ideas.
The subprocess 2 mentioned by Schank (1988) requires rules and explanation patterns
utilisation in the AI solutions. Often the individual and community can handle this alteration
work better than computers. Certain question sets may help the user explain and structure the
ideas from distant worlds to the community. The author has built these question sets as forms
in the mobile prototype and metatagged them in XML-format. Within the ongoing research
one challenge is how brokering activity (like in the Technology Brokering from Hargadon
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and Sutton, 1997) could be better supported in the problem definition and later in innovation
building phases. Below is an architecture picture of the current prototype. The architecture of
the prototype is described in detail elsewhere (Ahonen, 2005).

What user requirements have come up concerning the information system? Within the first
case (SME) users expressed the need for ad-hoc idea input and related data gathering on the
road. Therefore, mobile java (J2ME) clients were constructed with support for off-line
functionality. Surprisingly, users in the SME case indicated that many ideas come up
collaboratively in meetings and unofficial discussions. This was contradictory to author’s
original assumption about individual origin and the prototype was altered to support group
problem definition tasks. One manager in the SME case pointed out that real business
problems should guide the problem definition and solving. This feature will be added to the
prototype.
Within the other case (global company) users requested that the prototype should be
functional also for users who are not used to type with their mobile phones. Therefore, idea
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gathering in picture format will be enabled through camera-phones and only indexing words
will be added. The global company emphasised multi-device support, therefore browser
access through PCs and Macs will have different functionality than J2ME access through
mobile phones.
TECHNOLOGICAL

FACTORS

THAT

EFFECTS

THE

INNOVATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
As the technology converts resources into new products so it consists of skills, methods,
systems and equipments along with inventions and innovations. The technological factors
that affects SMEsgrowth are:
Level of technology
•LabourBased
•Capital Based (Machinery)
Pace Of Technological Change
•It can create entirely new venture
•Capability to adapt to changing technology
TECHNOLOGICAL

FACTORS

THAT

EFFECTS

THE

INNOVATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Research And Development (R&D)
•Source of innovation and new ventures
•Increased budgetary allocations
E-Commerce
•New Wave in Transaction business
•Business to Business buying and selling
•Good information among SMEsworldwide
•Advertising, product sale , customer communications, online catalog.
Technical Viability of innovations Technical innovations
•Choice of Technology
•Design Requirement
•Human Resource Requirements
•Size, Location and Geology
•Technical risks
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Challenges in stimulating technology development—
Lack of management resources for technology development and practical application of
technologies,
There is a huge variation in the technology development effort between the various SMEs,
Import of production from overseas and thus a forced focus on higher value added
production
Preventing the loss of key skills in SMEs due to due the retirement of skilled older
workers,
Keeping up with IT innovations.
The Importance of technology in Enterprises development--Increase Productivity ( Increased efficiency and effectiveness )
Increase Competitiveness in Market
Increase Sustainability
Increase Social Status of Entrepreneurs
Reduce Drudgery of Entrepreneurs
Increase Backwards-Forwards Linkages
Type of innovational Competencies
1.Analytical Competency
Ability to identify, analyze and solve problems under conditions of risk and uncertainty
2.Interpersonal Competency
Ability to lead, influence, communicate, supervise, negotiate and control people at all level
3.Emotional Competency
Ability to get stimulated by emotional and interpersonal crises with high level of
responsibility.
Measuring competitiveness
Revenues
Export
Profit
Market share, Productivity,
Technical standard
Corporate value
Good-will, Image,
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Customer satisfaction
‘ Value’of the product, service
Innovational development lessons independent of region and level of development --Peace and stability
A crosscutting strategy
Dialogue and partnerships between the stakeholders
Investments in physical infrastructure and business services and the implementation
capacity of policy makers
Enhancing women’s ability to participate in SME
Innovations in Nepalese context---Simplicity of fabrication and operation and easy adoption
Level of existing and inexpensive technical expertise
Raw materials availability
Ease of maintenance
Availability of market for technologies, products and services
Availability of backup technical services
Availability of local skills
Enhancing existing indigenous technical knowledge
Economic viability of the technology in the enterprise
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CATEGORIES OF INNOVATIONS WITH HIGH DEMAND OF TECHNOLOGY
INTERVENTIONS--1. Food Processing
Fruits and vegetable processing
Cereal, legumes and oilseed Processing
Sugar and confectionery Processing
Appropriate Dairy Processing
Meat and Fish Processing
2. Non timber Forest Products, Medicinal and Aromatic Plants processing
3.Apiculture
4.Soap and cosmetics technology
5.Handicrafts
6.Hand Woven Cloth technology
7.Animal Feed technology
8.Information Technology
COMMON PRACTICES OF TECHNOLOGY TRANSFERS---Technical Skill Training
Marketing/Selling of Equipment by Private Parties
Exposure Visits/ Exhibitions/ Fairs
Participatory Action Research (New product development, product diversification, risk
sharing.
creativity researchers and innovation researchers have therefore failed to capitalise on
potential synergies. Within this article this gap is hopefully diminished. There are also
indicators that organisations are changing and their management requires new approaches.
556 FRONTIERS OF E-BUSINESS RESEARCH 2005
Discussion- The old orthodoxy assumed that organizations could be studied and understood
so that logically derived rules could be developed for their control. Scientific management
required logical and rational thinking . More recently it has been argued that such an
approach assumes that the organizational system has well-bounded and fixed characteristics
that can be defined. A more convincing assumption is that organizations have ill-defined
characteristics. Management involves thinking in ways that make it a reality-constructing
activity. (Rickards, 1999, 26)
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Mumford (2000) claims that creativity is affected by (1) work styles, (2) diversity of
activities and (3) exchange of information with experts, among others. The ubiquitous
information system and mobile computing may help to facilitate collaboration among experts,
but leadership skills remain important. “The leadership of creative efforts seems to call for an
integrative style — a style that permits the leader to orchestrate expertise, people, and
relationships in such a way as to bring new ideas into being. This style combines: (1) idea
generation and related supportive environment establishment, (2) idea structuring and (3) idea
promotion.” (Mumford et al., 2002)
As McAdam and McClelland (2002) point out, there is still very little research that combines
knowledge creation and idea generation. A case study covering different etymologies of
knowledge and how this knowledge is utilised in the innovation process would be worth
future research. The knowledge management view in this paper was limited.

CONCLUSION
Today organization based on their structures follow the certain goals and managers force to
imply the goals. Manager should use of equipments and materials, systems, methods of
vestment, make production engineering and by helping the human resources reach their
purposes. Generally, the goals of HRM determine the goals that include: production,
distribution and sell. Thus the goals of HRM are mentioned in presentation services to these
tree units. In this study we consider the effect of human resources management in innovation
in organization. The results show that human resources management has direct relationship
with innovation in organizations. Finding shows that by consideration to human resources
and development of their activities improvement occurred in organization.
The purpose of development of human resources management is training the staff, on time
payment, give extra services to the staff, instead of their creative activities, and choose the
staff and experts, evaluation function of staff, in all of mentioned cases lead to improve staff
knowledge, transfer knowledge in staff and use of knowledge in organization Indigenous
resources based innovations have strong demand of appropriate technology interventions.
The growing competition in the market and excessive supply of consumer product creates
pressure on micro and small enterprises Necessary to increase the product quality, diversify
and develop new products and make products more competitive in the markets.
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